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Introduction

I. Clinical Problem
- Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) is the most common complication of diabetes (1,2).
- In 2015, about 9.4% of the US population or 30.3 million people has diabetes. Approximately 60 to 70 percent of patients with diabetes suffer the disease.
- The mechanism of the disease is not thoroughly understood.
- The earliest symptom is the loss of vibratory sensation in the most peripheral extremities.
- Current diagnosis tools fail short to measure the degree of severity (3).

II. Proposed Solution
- Vibration: at 128Hz, created by electrical motor. Frequency and amplitude can be controlled independently.
- Quantitative measurements:
  - duration of vibration perception.
  - Ease of use: provide a simple and user-friendly interface.
  - Ease of interpretation: interpret energy and/or timing data to return suggestive results about the onset and extent of DPN in patient.
- Little human errors: reduce human error in use with automated timing and use of a patient response button.

Design Iterations and Rationales

I. First Prototype: Solenoid electric motor whose amplitude and frequency can be controlled independently using an Arduino.
1. Rationale: Solenoid vibrations transferred through metal tip to patient. Easily powered and cheap.

2. Idea Scrapped: Plunger motion created chattering. Created non-sinusoidal waveforms of inconsistent amplitude and frequency. Fine controls would be necessary to use this mode of vibration.
   Conclusion: Another mode of vibration will have to be used to generate more consistent vibration patterns.

II. Second Prototype:
1. Schematics:

   - Arduino Trinket
   - + Mini breadboard
   - LEDS and buttons
   - 9V battery
   - Not computer controlled
   - Audio Subwoofer
   - Graphic Display

2. Rationales:
   - Driving subwoofer (vibratory mechanism) at 128Hz, relatively cheap but powerful. Analog output results in even waveforms. Control essentially by volume controls.
   - Future Changes: Successful vibration generation allowed for future iterations to focus on amplitude, decay profile, mobility, and validation.

Studies and Results

I. Schematics of Frequency and Amplitude Testing

Vibration meter uses a handmade isolation table combined with an accelerometer to detect vibrations. Data is gathered on Labview after processing through a DAQ device. Further processing of data was completed on Microsoft Excel. No documentation for device was found. Testing would be done by simply placing vibrating device on isolation table.

Results (cont.)

II. Results

Objective: Matching the Tuning Fork Waveform
Status: Accomplished, produced a sinusoidal waveform output to match that of the tuning fork. Frequency of 128.2Hz matches the tuning fork output of 127.9Hz.

Objective: Producing a Vibration Profile
Status: Accomplished, the profile attempted was linear such that a better measurement could be made. The decaying profile of the tuning fork is fast at first before slowing down. Linear profile allows intermediate values to be more accurate. Starting amplitudes matched at 0.05V p-p.
Note: Vibration outputs reported in Volts due to the unknown calibration between voltage and vibration meter units (G's). A newer or more modern vibration meter may be able to be calibrated for actual output in G’s to be reported by device.

Objective: Side by Side Testing
Status: Not Accomplished, prototype only recently functional, next steps.

Conclusions

- Overall functionality of device has been achieved. The device can output a sinusoidal waveform with the similar amplitude and frequency to the tuning fork.
- Device outputs the time interval from when the physician presses on the Start/Stop button to when the patient responds.
- The device is intuitive and has the potential to reduce human errors.
- Future iterations of the device include:
  - Miniaturize the device to have a small footprint
  - Validate the device calibration profile with respect to the tuning fork
  - Introduce the device to the clinical setting
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